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“We’re the Expedition Company, a digital product studio.”
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We guide startups and established organizations alike, 
turning fledgling ideas into compelling products.



Product Strategy Design Web Development Native App Development

ResearchResearch

Trends & InsightsTrends & Insights

Content PlanningContent Planning

Launch StrategyLaunch Strategy

Product ManagmentProduct Managment

User ExperienceUser Experience

User InterfaceUser Interface

Information ArchitectureInformation Architecture

User FlowsUser Flows

Wireframing & PrototypingWireframing & Prototyping

FrontendFrontend

BackendBackend

Adobe Experience ManagerAdobe Experience Manager

System & Server OpsSystem & Server Ops

Project ManagementProject Management

iOSiOS

AndroidAndroid

Our Services



Leadership

Jesse Davis, Co-Founder Isaac Swiderski, Co-Founder Sean Klosky, CTO

Since 2002, Jesse has led hundreds of technology projects 

stretching across a wide range of industry verticals. 

From managing large-scale web and mobile app builds 

to developing LAMP and MEAN stack systems, he has 

been at the forefront of emerging creative technologies. 

Jesse currently manages Expedition Co.’s finances and 

technical operations and works directly with clients such 

as Hyundai, Hewlett-Packard, and Yahoo!

Isaac has spent the last eight years leading teams in 

innovative technologies within the web and mobile tech 

space, specializing in administering the design and front-

end development processes. Isaac recently managed 

accounts for industry leaders like Carey International, 

Porsche, MasterCard, and Verizon. Previous to his work at 

Expedition Co., Isaac was the Head of Production at Blend.

A seasoned Technology leader responsible for all company 

technology and technological resources. Dedicated to 

establishing technology vision, strategy, culture and 

growth plan. A leader in software development, system 

design and quality assurance processes. Sean has a deep 

understanding of e-Commerce, Automotive Sites and 

Mobile Applications. 



PHASE 5PHASE 4PHASE 3PHASE 2

Our Process

PHASE 1

Discovery Design Development Testing & Validation Dev Complete & Code Warranty

The project begins with research, 

planning and information architecture, 

which produces a product road-map, 

finalized feature set (Feature Require-

ments Document) and a comprehensive 

development strategy for the platform 

and its releases. 

Wireframes and the UI design is 

completed with a heavy emphasis on 

the frontend of the system showing 

what each feature will look like and 

what the user experience will be for 

the current release.

Development begins for the current 

release and works to make the features 

designed in Phase 2 operational. 

Features will be tested and verified 

that they function per the agreed 

upon features for the current release 

and that the platform can scale to 

handle the agreed upon usage. 

Once the feature set is completed, 

tested, and fully approved by the Client 

and there are no outstanding major bugs, 

“Dev Complete” status is achieved. ExCo 

will then remain on standby to fix any 

bugs, errors with functionality, or user 

experience issues during the 60-day 

code warranty. 



Case Studies



Hyundai
Responsive Web



Hyundai
Global sales training - modernized

Accessible on mobile, dynamic video content, real-time updates, easy and intuitive 

search navigation - these are just a few features that have become standard for content 

delivery platforms, regardless of what content is being provided to the end user. 

Unfortunately, Hyundai’s proprietary internal content delivery system supported 

none of these features. This resulted in increasingly frustrated sales personnel who 

desperately needed continuous, reliable access to their sales tools and product 

information. Expedition Co. was called upon by Hyundai’s Sales Training division to 

overhaul this entire internal content delivery platform and build in its place, a modern, 

sophisticated tool that its nationwide sales associates could depend on.



UX/UI

Frontend Development

Backend Development

Maintenance

GraphQL

PostgreSQL

React

Next.js

CI/CD

Deliverables

Technologies
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Hewlett-Packard
Web



Hewlett-Packard
Overhauling and automating outdated government systems

Even when something has been done a certain way for a long time (a very long 

time), there is always room for improvement. HP’s New Zealand office recognized 

this and looked to make a giant leap forward in their sales process. In the summer 

of 2019, HP NZ hired Expedition Co. to rebuild their All-of-Government purchasing 

portal and bring automation, real-time updates, and modern UX to what previously 

was an over-complicated, archaic ordering system that frustrated its users 

(government employees).

React, GraphQL, AWS Lambda

Technologies
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Beatstoc
Web, iOS, Android

15



Beatstoc
Reinventing the artist/fan relationship

Beatstoc is the brainchild of a team that’s witnessed a massive shift in the music 

industry first-hand. Artists are getting screwed in the age of streaming. Fans 

want more engagement in the age of social media and more intimate access 

to the artists they love. How can we facilitate a healthier ecosystem; one that 

mutually benefits the artists and fans alike? Beatstoc is positioning itself to be 

that solution.



Product Strategy

UX/UI

Frontend Development

Backend Development

Flask

MySQL

Swift

Java

React

SQLAlchemy

Deliverables

Technologies
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Theorem
Responsive Web



Theorem
Custom enterprise solutions

Sometimes even the highest caliber software development firm can use a little 

help. In this case, Theorem - which traditionally operates with 8-figure budgets 

while servicing industry titans such as AT&T, American Express, and UPS - was 

ready to reintroduce its brand to the market. This kicked off with a total website 

overhaul, which required TLC from a firm that specialized in implementing beautiful, 

rich design and intuitive front-end experiences. Enter Expedition Co.



Frontend Development

Dev Ops

CMS Training

Webflow

Deliverables

Technologies
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Carmine
Web, iOS, Android



Carmine
Total insight, total control

With a similar business model already proven successful in the Netherlands, 

Carmine’s Danish parent company, Unigrid, brought its fleet management 

technology to America. To penetrate this industry’s dense US market, 

Expedition Co. was hired to overhaul this SaaS platform’s feature set and 

implement an entirely new and modern user-experience.



Branding

UX/UI

Frontend Development

Backend Development

PHP

MySQL

Stripe

Cassandra

Deliverables

Technologies
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Staples Center
Web, iOS, Android



Staples Center
What do you want to see?

When Los Angeles’s most iconic sports entertainment venue needed its native mobile 

app overhauled and launched back into the market within weeks of project kickoff, 

Expedition Co. was who they called upon to execute. Seven weeks later, the all-new 

Staples Center app was downloadable from the App Store and Google Play.



UX/UI

Frontend Development

Backend Development

Swift

Java

Deliverables

Technologies



Matix
Web



PHP, MySQL, jQuery, Stripe

Technologies

Matix
Amazon for dentists

Not willing to accept the status quo, the founder of Matix is flipping the dental  

supply commerce industry upside down by providing the first ever all-in-one, 

online inventory management and ordering solution. Since breaking ground in 2014, 

Expedition Co. has played a critical role in defining the product and designing and 

developing every aspect of the platform’s robust functionality.
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Moffatt & Nichol
Responsive Web



Moffatt & Nichol (in development)

Forged In Steel

While deep into our Discovery phase with M&N’s key stakeholders, it became 

abundantly clear to us that this wasn’t going to be your average marketing site. 

Rather, the purpose of this website overhaul would be to satisfy the need for 

two very specific visitor types (personas) to obtain the information they need 

quickly, clearly, and without any hanging questions. It will be these two personas 

that - once satiated - will have a dramatic, positive impact on M&N’s growth 

trajectory and ability to expand into new international locations.
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This is


